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Sub: Final speed certificate for operation of New Milk Tank Van 'WNH1' (44,660 liters
capacity) on ICF all coiled bogie filled with bogie mounted brake system, up to a
maximum speed of 110 kmph on the track maintained to C&M·I VoL·1 standard.
1.0

Design&development of a special purpose 'WNH1' type New Rail Milk Tank Van (with 44660
Litter capacity) for transportation of liquid milk (Fitted with BMBS) Broad Gauge (1676 mm) has
been done by RITES & RDSO. The Rail Milk Tank Van is designed to operate at a maximum
speed of 110kmph.

1.1

These New Rail Milk Tank Van is manufactured as per RITES General Arrangement drawing
no. RSD-6410-053 (alt 5).

1.2

TheRail Milk Tank Vans has been provided with fabricated bogie type "EMU high capacity
trailer coach" to RITES Bogie General Arrangement drawing no. RSD·641 0·078 (all. 3), similar
to ICF drawing no. DC/EMUlH 2-0-0-201 with an axle load of 20.32 t is fitted with wheels of 952
mm dia on tread and 2896 mm wheel base.

1.3

The Rail Milk Tank Van have twin pipe graduated released bogie mounted air brake system
filled with load sensing device (LSD).

1.4

The Rail Milk Tank Van has High tensile tight lock transition coupler with draft gear to RDSO
Spec. no. RDSO/2009/CG-22.

1.5

The Rail Milk Tank Van has estimated tare weight of 29. 70t and gross load of 75.701.

1.6

The Transportation code of this milk tank van is 'WNH 1'.
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